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1. Introduction
Cellular technologies have quickly evolved from
narrowband voice only specific purpose networks to
becoming the predominant candidate for accessing
multimedia services. Most current analysis [1][2]
foresees an imminent explosion of Internet connections
over broadband wireless networks, making seamless
high speed connectivity finally a reality. Together with
raising paradigms that will shape next generation
cellular technologies, an equivalent evolution of
content delivery networks (CDNs) is taking place to
cope with the new challenges associated to myriads of
mobile users accessing high quality services.

hand, how different content delivery mechanisms can
be fitted into foreseen 5G network architectures with a
particular focus on dynamic adaptive streaming over
HTTP (DASH).
Towards 5G Evolution and SDN/NFV
Figure 1 depicts foreseen evolution for cellular
networks from LTE (4G) towards 5G.

Among these paradigms, cloudification through
software defined networking (SDN) and network
function virtualization (NFV) entails several
opportunities for true convergence between CDNs and
5G networks.
Efficient use of scarce network resources will no doubt
become the main motto for these new scenarios.
Foreseen solutions will strongly depend on the roles of
the significantly different players involved, ranging
from technology agnostic e2e service adaptation
mechanisms traditionally found in Internet based
CDNs, network assisted broadcast-like technologies of
mobile telcos and content aware resource scheduling
by broadband access equipment manufacturers.
The strategy towards the evolution of cellular networks
from 4G to 5G can be summarized by the following
trends [3]: 1) evolution of Ratio-Access Technologies
(RATs), 2) cell densification, 3) composition of radio
access technologies -- particularly 3G/4G and Wi-Fi
offloading, 4) heterogeneous networks (HetNets), 5)
flexible spectrum management, 6) cloudification, and
7) new scenarios -- device-to-device (D2D), machineto-machine (M2M), and Internet of Things (IoT).
At first sight trends 1)-5) may appear independent of
the service delivered but optimized allocation of radio
resources demand a clear input of the content delivery
needs in order to carry out network orchestration.
Additionally, in the meantime, hybrid approaches have
been already proposed to pave the way for such
transitions from 4G specific hardware based
architectures to software based 5G platforms.
In the following sections we will focus on how
cloudification of 5G through different SDN/NFV
paradigms may affect content delivery or, on the other
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Figure 1. 4G to 5G Evolution

4G LTE technology was designed to cope with the
requirements of a flat all-IP architecture. The eNodeB
was introduced as the key element within the Radio
Access Network (RAN), in charge of managing the
allocation of radio resources and of implementing the
Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC).
As a step forward to foster the deployment of LTE
networks, the eNodeB was functionally split into the
BaseBand Unit (BBU), capable of performing the
digital functions, and the Remote Radio Head (RRH),
which actually needs to be located at specific
placements in order to perform radio transmissions.
The advent of LTE-Advanced brings new radio
capabilities that leverage the achievable performance
even in cell edges. First, Carrier Aggregation allows
increasing the channel bandwidth by implementing a
coordinated scheduling of radio resources. In this case,
a Centralized BBU (C-BBU) is able to control several
RRHs without further radio synchronization
restrictions. Besides, Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP)
addresses the possibility to synchronize the
transmissions to/from different eNodeBs.
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The logical evolution of this network architecture
towards HetNets resides on the co-sited deployment of
a number of C-BBUs, each of them controlling a set of
RRHs through high speed fronthaul connections and
implementing coordinated control with almost
negligible delays in the inter-eNodeB exchange of
information.

content is encoded in various quality levels, and each
quality sequence is divided into small “chunks”. When
the client requests a video, depending on the network
conditions, it receives the corresponding quality chunk.
This enables the service to switch between different
quality levels seamlessly, as the content is delivered
through a CDN service.

Finally, the forthcoming 5G network is envisaged to be
ruled by flexible NFV management, which allows the
virtualization of all the RAN elements into virtual
appliances. This way, programmable network control
will enable a more user- and content-focused allocation
of resources. Additionally, some initiatives such as the
Mobile Edge Computing [4] are pursuing the flexible
usage of general purpose HW/SW platforms at the
Cloud RAN (C-RAN). Thus, some lightweight service
instances would be able to run at the C-RAN,
leveraging user-tailored proximity services.

In order to further improve and evolve current CDN
technologies, next steps are heading towards the
virtualization plane. The current proliferation of 4G
networks and future 5G networks creates ample space
for CDN technologies to be further extended and
exploited regarding virtualized environments. On one
hand, SDN is mostly focused on network
controllability, which can be applied on a CDN-driven
content delivery system, in order to facilitate and
enhance network management and content delivery. On
the other hand, NFV is related to the network data
plane. Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) which
inspect network traffic, e.g. virtualized Deep Packet
Inspection, can be used to add content-aware
forwarding and caching in CDN environments.

Caching and CDNs
Various studies have observed that a large portion of
the mobile multimedia traffic is generated by duplicate
downloads of popular multimedia content [5].
Therefore, research activities in the CDN field have
been focused in finding novel caching algorithms
operating inside networks, which deliver high-demand
content to customers via nearby caching gateways.
This concept reduces inter-Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) traffic. Additionally edge caching both
minimizes content fetching time and, when combined
with multicast/broadcast approaches (i.e. eMBMS), it
can dramatically reduce radio resource consumption
particularly relevant in towards-5G architectures.
The main goal of caching techniques is to attain the
optimal trade-off between traffic bandwidth cost and
storage cost. Traffic bandwidth cost remains quite
expensive for ISPs, whereas storage cost constantly
drops. However, available multimedia content is
growing rapidly making it impossible to store a great
amount of it, thus content demand has to be considered
when caching.
Most caching alternatives can be classified as either
web caching, which is based on uniform resource
locator (URL), or packet redundancy caching, which is
protocol-independent and packet oriented. Web
caching creates a correlation between the requested
content and its URL. The caching server is responsible
to deliver the content to the user, when the user
requests it from the corresponding URL. Packet
redundancy caching offers more complex correlation
between the content and the client request. The caching
server in this case can store packets, or even chunks of
content, which facilitates protocols like Dynamic
Streaming over HTTP (DASH). In DASH, video
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In order to efficiently distribute the highest possible
quality content in variable channels in towards-5G
networks, SDN and NFV can provide scalable and
fine-tuned adaptation loops between network and
CDNs. Following Sections will analyse different
alternatives and highlight challenges and opportunities.
2. Adaptation Strategies (DASH case study)
Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of adaptation
strategies focusing in DASH-based media delivery.
Different enhancements have been proposed over
recent years to optimize the transmission of multimedia
content over the Internet, with special interest in
mobile environments.
Figure 2a illustrates the traditional DASH adaptation
approach where the adaptation algorithm is deployed at
the client device, in order to modify the source of the
media content. Figure 2b represents the next evolution,
based on the introduction of media-aware network
nodes in the provisioning chain. Network-assisted
adaptation mechanisms cooperate with the traditional
client-driven approach to optimize the media delivery
in multi-user scenarios. Such elements have been
traditionally focused on network awareness but the
interaction with the resource allocation and scheduling
mechanisms of underlying radio networks was not
typically allowed.
Finally, current 5G trends suggest the standardization
and deployment of intelligent network nodes that will
enable more powerful adaptation and prioritization
frameworks over the whole transmission chain, and
especially, at the edge of the mobile access network [6].
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and research opportunities must be faced to ensure:
 Network supported vs. implicit channel awareness:
Although MEC initiative defines specific mechanisms
for retrieving channel information from the RAN,
such deployment demands collaboration between
radically different stakeholders, e.g., CDNs and
mobile network operators (MNOs), which might
jeopardize resulting architecture. As an alternative,
over-the-top (OTT) CDNs and user equipment (UE)
manufacturers
could
incorporate
feedback
mechanisms in multimedia players and devices and
use crowdsourcing/Big Data techniques to infer
implicitly channel and cell information to feed their
adaptation algorithms and overcome MNO’s
resistance.

Figure 2. Evolution of mobile Multimedia adaptation
strategies a) client-driven a; b) core network-assisted; c)
core and access network-assisted.

In this scenario, SDN paradigm may be used to
dynamically allocate network resources to different
DASH clients [7, 8]. An SDN manager would then be
used to dynamically modify video flows and/or
network resources in order to achieve a QoE-based
fairness between different users.
Figure 2c illustrates such approach aimed at including
service adaptation capabilities into the 5G cloudenabled RAN to integrate user awareness and enhance
adaptation responsiveness. This way, the flexible
architecture of the Cloud-RAN [9] will enable the
convergence of SDN-based mobile networks and
MEC-assisted close-to-the-user service instances.
In order to do so, channel and content aware adaptation
algorithms would be in charge of making QoE-driven
scheduling decisions. This way, the MEC will exploit
the benefits of the multi-layer media delivery to
incorporate network-assisted adaptations to the clientdriven approach. In order to perform the channel aware
estimations, the adaptation algorithm needs to be fed
with low-level radio channel information (i.e. cell
statistics and individual channel quality information).
However, in multi-user scenarios, too fine-grain
feedback granularity would entail a high load and
traffic volume in the interface between MEC server
and RAN monitoring elements.
3. Research challenges and opportunities
Cloudification trends in most networking areas and
particularly in 5G and CDNs depict an exciting
playground for improved multimedia services delivery
in the near future. However, a number of challenges
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 Analysis of the trade-off between improvements vs.
quality feedback granularity. Most research studies
confirm that incorporating channel awareness in both
radio resource scheduling and multimedia content
delivery optimization loops result in enhancements in
QoE and resource usage. A proper analysis of the
complexity and overload of quality feedback
mechanisms versus achieved improvements is of
outermost importance in order to guarantee a business
case for actual implementations.
 Relevance of channel modelling in 4G+/5G
environments. Per user channel behaviour modelling
in shared wireless channels remains a huge research
challenge. A better understanding of 4G+/5G and
realistic stochastic models will no doubt help refining
channel feedback reporting rates and delay constraints
as to relax initial requirements.
 Impact of new codecs and transport mechanisms.
Recent multilayer video coding mechanisms (e.g.,
H265/HEVC) and transport mechanisms (e.g., QUIC
and HTTP2.0) will affect existing DASH adaptation
mechanisms and overall performance. Cross-layer
effects with LTE-A and 5G networks need to be also
carefully analysed as to better enhance the
scheduling/service level adaptation proposals.
 Role of eMBMS and other caching and
broadcasting/multicasting
schemes.
Caching
mechanisms have been already incorporated into
standardised broadcasting mechanism and integrated
in 4G network nodes. However, their chances to
become an actual alternative to “traditional” TV
broadcasting mechanisms (i.e. DVB-T*) is still
unclear.
 Evolution of the ecosystem. Major OTT Internet
players, Cloud providers, Telco manufacturers,
MNOs and broadcasters depict a tumultuous but
challenging environment. The resulting ecosystem
will no doubt determine the real applicability of joint
CDN/5G integration initiatives.
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